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Iran offers complete coverage of this
fascinating country, including sections on
history, geography, wildlife, infrastructure
and government, and culture. It also
includes a detailed fact file, maps and
charts, and a traceable flag.
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May 1, 2017 Persia, as Iran was known before 1935, was one of the greatest empires of the ancient world, and the
country has long maintained a distinct History of Iran - Wikipedia Iran is one of the oldest nations in the world, with a
history dating back tens of thousands of years. The countrys first great city, Susa, was built on the central International
rankings of Iran - Wikipedia Iran only lost the territory that nowadays comprises only officially majority-Shia nations
in the world as well, National Geographic Countries of the World: Iran: Leon Gray Iran, the second largest country
in the Middle East, has 5,000 years of fascinating history, and is home to one of the worlds oldest continuous major
civilizations. Iran profile - timeline - BBC News Iran facts: Official web sites of Iran, links and information on Irans
art, culture, an Islamic revolution and formed the worlds first Islamic republic the same year. The World Factbook
Central Intelligence Agency May 1, 2017 1935 - Formerly known as Persia, Iran is adopted as the countrys official
1941 - The Shahs pro-Axis allegiance in World War II leads to the Iran Infoplease Irans supporters shout during the
FIVB Mens Volleyball World . as well as political activities among the countrys Azeri, Kurdish, Arab, and Baluch
minorities. The World Factbook Central Intelligence Agency Persia, as Iran was known before 1935, was one of the
greatest empires of the ancient world, and the country has long maintained a distinct cultural identity Islamic Republic
of Iran Home - World Bank Group At its greatest extent, the Achaemenid Empire included the modern territories of
Iran, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, Turkey, much of the Black Sea coastal regions, northeastern Greece and southern
Bulgaria (Thrace), northern Greece and Macedonia (Paeonia and Ancient Macedon), Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan,
Israel, Iran country profile - BBC News The following are international rankings for Iran: Contents. [hide]. 1
Agriculture 2 List of countries by number of Internet hosts, 120, 190, CIA World Factbook Foreign relations of Iran Wikipedia The economy of Iran is a mixed and transition economy with a large public sector. Some 60 Most of the
countrys exports are oil and gas, accounting for a majority of government revenue in 2010. Iran ranked first in scientific
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growth in the world in 2011 and has one of the fastest rates of development in telecommunication Iranian diaspora Wikipedia How Iran is a misunderstood country by Will Hatton who travelled to Jun 16, 2016 Tinder, rock n roll
and the worlds most polite people: How Iran is a misunderstood country by a British backpacker who travelled to the
Where is Iran? / Where is Iran Located in The World? / Iran Map Iranians abroad or Iranian diaspora are Iranian
people living outside of Iran and their children . In some countries naturalized citizens, dual citizens, or children with
only one Iranian/foreign-born parent are counted (for statistical . Jump up ^ Irans Foreign Policy in the Post-Soviet Era:
Resisting the New World order. Iran - Country Profile - Islamic Republic of Iran - Persia Iran - The Worlds
Happiest (And Saddest) Countries - Forbes Access Iran,Islam Republic ofs economy facts, statistics, project
information, development Middle East and North Africa countries through the lens of the 2016 Culture of Iran Wikipedia Iran ranks second in the world in natural gas reserves and fourth in proven crude oil reserves. Aggregate
GDP and government revenues still depend to a large Demographics of Iran - Wikipedia The countrys name was
changed from Persia to Iran in 1935. . Some of the worlds most ancient settlements have been excavated in the Caspian
region and Iran - World Report 2016: Iran Human Rights Watch Theocratic rule with few rights or opportunities.
Professionals flee the country. Iran - Statistics, Rankings, News US News Best Countries The WHO country health
profile of Iran (Islamic Republic of) provides key statistics and links to health topical databases, plus news, features and
Bulletin journal Country Guide: IRAN () - The Washington Post Iran, a Middle Eastern country south of the Caspian
Sea and north of the for economic control of the area, and during World War I, Irans neutrality did not stop Iran
nuclear deal framework - Wikipedia Iran (Countries of the World (Gareth Stevens)) [Maria OShea] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. An introduction to the geography, history, Iran - Wikipedia Iran Map / Geography of
Iran / Map of Iran - Iran covers 1531595.00 square kilometers of land and has a population of 78868711. Iran shares
land borders with 7 countries: Turkey, Iraq, Turkmenistan, Economy of Iran - Wikipedia Irans population increased
dramatically during the later half of the 20th century, reaching about According to the OECD/World Bank statistics
population growth in Iran from 1990 to .. Speakers of Turkic languages, most notably Azerbaijanis, which is by far the
second-most spoken language in the country, but also the Iran Overview - World Bank Group The Iran nuclear deal
framework was a preliminary framework agreement reached in 2015 between the Islamic Republic of Iran and a group
of world powers: the P5+1 (the permanent members of the United Nations Geography of Iran - Wikipedia Jan 12,
2017 Show. Known as Persia until 1935, Iran became an Islamic republic in 1979 after the ruling monarchy was
overthrown and Shah Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI was forced into exile. Show. Middle East, bordering the Gulf of
Oman, the Persian Gulf, and the Caspian Sea, between Iraq and Pakistan. Show. 82,801,633 (July 2016 est.) Show. Iran
(Countries of the World (Gareth Stevens)): Maria OShea Geographically, Iran is located in West Asia and borders
the Caspian Sea, Persian Gulf, and With an area of 1,648,000 square kilometres (636,000 sq mi), Iran ranks eighteenth
in size among the countries of the world. Iran shares its northern WHO Iran (Islamic Republic of) See how Iran ranks
in US News Best Countries. Photos, statistics and additional rankings of Iran. Iran Country Profile - National
Geographic Kids With high-quality color photographs, archival art, and several excellent, full-page maps, this highly
readable, detailed overview in the Countries of the World
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